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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.

Michael K. Leader
Emmy Award Winner,
President & CEO
Leader D Cinema Systems, Inc
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ONE Introduction

Luxury Home Theaters

Bay Harbor Michigan is among America’s most desirable resorts. Luxury residences adorn the waterfront.
Upper income level residents are the privileged few with membership and access to one of Michigan’s most
prestigious Yacht Clubs. The Bay Harbor Equestrian Center is an international destination for horse lovers.
For others, the Golf Club provides the most picturesque championship golfing to be found in America.
Our client is an internationally recognized music and entertainment industry executive, his wife, a celebrated
Broadway choreographer. The demands were simple, yet a global search to locate the right solution became
a challenge. Through the clients architect, the celebrated Canadian Arthur Erickson, Emmy Award winner
Michael Leader and Beverly Hills based Leader Digital Cinema Systems, Inc were introduced to the client.
The relationship and resulting success of this Leader Hollywood Format(tm) project achieved world-class
levels of performance to not just meet the clients needs, but to excel into the realm of the exceptional.

Image Courtesy: Bay Harbor Resort / Victor International Corporation

www.bayharbor.com
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Features:

Leader Hollywood Format(tm) advanced

sound systems

Innovations in Digital Cinema featuring true studio reference grade levels of performance

3D Sound [Dolby, The Double D Logo, Dolby Atmos are the registered trademarks of
Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation]

3Dx(tm)
DCI Compliant

Immersive sound dimensions to enhance Dolby Digital 5.1, 6.1,7.1 formats
Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC enables access to Hollywood DCP Studio Content
DCI pertains to the Digital Cinema projection system, colorimetry and security

Benefits:
The movie star experience(tm)
The sophistication of such systems optimizes each and every facet of the
technical aspects of these highly evolved systems and projects. The result
being often related to formula one racing where nothing is left to chance.
Leader Hollywood Format(tm) certification is your assurance of a professional
screening room created by Hollywood studio professionals, those same people
responsible for creating both the movies and technologies that entertains the
movie going public around the world.

Luxury Is:

Watching a movie like a star !
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TWO

The Project = Bespoke in Every Detail

CASE STUDY: Quick Facts

Room Area:

750 Sq Feet (approx 70 Sq Meters) open plan Living & Dining Room including galley kitchen

Budget and Time Frame:

$ 1.23 million USD 10 months, overall installation 32 days, room acoustics designed by LEADER installed by others

Overall Sound System:

Weight 3960 LBS / 1.98 tons / 1800 Kgs Leader Hollywood Format(tm) certified
Main Speakers: 4 way active Left-Center-Right LHF(tm) Certified

3D and Surround Speaker arrays = 20 + 2 LF systems

Amplifiers: 21 Leader Studio Amplifiers, overall 18,960 Watts RMS
Surround Sound processing: DOLBY Labs model 564 Professional Product and Dolby ATMOS (tm) with Leader 3Dx(tm)
processing and DXMS-24 digital speaker management

Subjective Sound Quality: Transparent, polished, sensual, hi-impact, immersive, multi-dimensional even before 3D sound!
Picture & Projection:

Screen image width: 14 feet / 168 inches / 4257mm
Screen Image height: 5.85 feet / 70.3 inches / 1786 mm
Ideal Viewing Distance: 10.5 to 12 feet / 1.8 to 2H / 3150 to 3658 mm
Projector: 2K DCP Digital Cinema NEC 800 (conforming to DCI)
Server:

Doremi DCP-2000
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The Bay Harbor Living Room with 14 foot wide (4268 mm) micro-perforated acoustically transparent movie screen in lowered position
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Copyright: 2013 Leader Cinema Systems, Inc All World Rights Reserved

Leader Hollywood Format(tm) Main Screen Speaker Systems illustrated with sound transparent doors open. The effective stereo width of
the sound stage at the prime seating position of 1.8H operating in two channel Left-Right stereo mode is: 21 ft 6 inches / 6553 mm.
The prime seating position 1.8H is positioned at 10.25 ft (3124 mm) back from the screen. The distance between the Left and Right channel
mid and high frequency sections is 15.5 feet / 186 inches / 4724mm. The Center Channel offset is due to the position of the fireplace see
text page 19. Left-Center-Right Speaker array overall weight 2430 Lbs / 1105 Kgs. Plasma TV for daytime viewing.
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***

Rear upper bulkhead contains the 2 rear channel speaker arrays.
The center section contains the Digital Cinema projection system.
The bulkhead design will support projector weight to 160 lbs/73 Kgs.
The weight of both the Left and Right Channel speaker systems is
338 Lbs / 154 Kgs which includes the 2 x 15 inch low frequency
woofer systems providing bass extension to 27 Hz in the surrounds.
Each channel is 3 way Tri-amplified. See full details on pages 26, 27.
Left Channel Rear Surround ***
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Amplifier rack with signal processing is located on the second floor immediately above the fireplace position.
LHF(tm) speaker systems are “soffit mounted” into a sealed sub wall system which eliminates rear energy from
entering the main listening space. This smoothes the low to mid bass response in addition to providing acoustical
absorption within the speaker soffits to eliminate early reflections. Low frequency extension to 18 Hz. in 2 pi space.
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Three

THE TECHNOLOGIES, CONSTRUCTION and INSTALLATION

THE BACKGROUND STORY

The overall project spanned 13 months. The preliminary stage involved a review of the plans and establishing
the concept for this summer residence. Subsequent to meetings with the client and architect on numerous occasions
spanning 3 months, construction for the residence was well under way 15 months prior to our involvement.
With the structure well in place, the kitchen and bookcases were already installed. The position of the fireplace
(unfortunately) was fixed prior to our involvement and was impossible to change. The resulting seemingly peculiar
position offset from a center front position for the Center Channel speaker system became a very interesting
event, which in the end resulted in a most satisfactory compromise. Additional data on this may be found on
page 19.
The sound system was designed to provide world-class levels of performance to equal the most sophisticated
large-scale systems found among the world’s leading studios. The client being a major international music industry
professional had specific demands that could not be met by off the shelf products. Further, the physical aspects from
factory-produced products do not lend themselves to a fully custom installation where the dimensions of an
enclosure will simply not fit either the space or application. The resulting bespoke design and construction elevates
the entire project to levels of unimaginable success. Full technical details and specifications may be viewed starting
on page 15 - 27.
This project deigned for industry professionals was to include the most advanced levels of projection to enable
the client access to Hollywood Digital Cinema content. The 2K and 4K resolution capabilities of Digital Cinema
operates at a technical level far over and above BluRay HD video standards including HDTV. The significant
improvements in picture clarity and colorimetry enables both considerably larger screen sizes to be employed
over traditional home cinema systems. Further, the opportunity is created to position the viewer much closer to
the screen, where the audience becomes more involved with the story. The picture image width of 14 feet (4267mm)
in CinemaScope is viewed at 1.8 to 2 H or between 10ft 6 inches(3200 mm) to 12 feet (3658 mm)
CinemaScope Image height: 5.86 ft / 1786 mm. The subtended angle of view at the prime seating position is:
Full Image Width = 60 degrees 70% Action Area = 44 degrees.
Without compromise....... The Movie Star Experience(tm).
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TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE
Picture:
The overall plan commenced with maximizing the image size. The rooms orientation had been established prior
to our involvement. However, the fireplace being a main feature of this Living Room could not be modified.
Consequently this resulted in the offset to the audience right of the Center Channel speaker position (Page 19)
The space available for the motorized screen was limited to almost 16 feet. The resulting size and dimensions
of the Stewart Filmscreen case and external motor system resulted in the image width of 14 feet (4267mm)
This provided a superior match in the Left & Right channel imaging which overlaps the subtended viewing
angle of the screen. In both two channel “stereo” mode, and in “cinema” the subtended angle of the
Left-Right sound field is 60 degrees. The full projected image width represents a subtended viewing angle
which matches the screens direct sound field. The ideal listening position is positioned at 00.9 of b, where
the b = base is the distance between the left and right speakers. This created the ideal viewing and listening
position positioned 12 feet back from the screen. With the ability to position the Left and Right
speakers at 13feet 6 inches (4115mm) apart the resulting sound image became an ideal fit for this room.
The projector housing which is located in the center position of the rear bulkhead was designed to accommodate
professional DCI Compliant projectors such as NEC, Christie and Barco with weights up to 160 Lbs / 73 Kgs.
The space is wired for technical isolated ground power for both 220 Volts and 115 volts operation. Multiple
signals are delivered to this area and include: HD-SDI, 3G SDI (SMPTE 424M), RGB, Component, HDMI,
RGBHV and computer interfaces. Both copper/coax and fiber-optics are employed.
As the world moves forward to increased native resolutions up to 8K, which also includes High Frame Rates
(HFR), the 14 foot image wide again establishes an ideal match, where future exceptionally high resolutions will
enable audiences to be seated as close as 00.8H or 5 feet / 1542 mm. The 14 foot wide image results in an image
height of 5.86 feet / 1786 mm. The viewing distance in professional environments is calculated as a function
based on Image Height. Therefore with a viewing distance of 12 feet / 3658 mm, where image height = 5.86 ft,
12/5.86 = 2.04 H.
Modern cinemas position the last row of seats at approximately 3.5 to 4 H. Studio professionals generally sit
anywhere they please. However, Directors of Photography and VIP’s generally sit between 1.25 to 2.5H, or
in other words they “view” a very large image and is considerably larger than most “consumer” home movie
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theaters. There being sufficient resolution and definition in a DCP (Digital Cinema Package, the hard drive
that contains a studio DCI standard movie) in both 2K and 4K resolutions, the image this premium screening
room is capable of presenting is identical to that viewed in the studio with superior detail over public cinemas.

Digital Cinema
DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC) compliant digital cinema is the world’s gold standard in motion picture
technologies. DCI is a consortium of the seven Hollywood motion picture studios. DCI is responsible for the
specification, technical developments, procedures and security encompassing this professional digital format.
Digital Cinema operates on a technical level far over and above any and all consumer HD Video systems. This
includes Prima Cinema (an expanded HD service, but still HD), BluRay Discs, HDTV Broadcast TV, Netflix
and other HD video services. DCP is not a consumer format. There is no “almost” Digital Cinema. It either
“is” or is not. (Prima is not recognized as DCI compliant digital cinema) As the specification and certification
process is to insure a high degree of accuracy, only specific DCI complaint projectors and servers may be
applied.
The clarity and resolution and resulting astonishing picture image detail, vibrancy of color and contrast can best
be understood with a few simple numbers. The color palette of Digital Cinema results in over 30 trillion colors.
HDTV and HD Video represents 18 million colors. Compression artifacts are present in both broadcast
television and on BluRay discs. BluRay is an exceptional medium, inexpensive and readily available. We
as professionals certainly make use of BluRay and DVD’s as a convenience. Digital Cinema is not prone
to these image deficiencies due to the use of JPEG 2000 compression.

First Run Hollywood Features and Alternate Content
Industry professionals and those associate with the industry have the ability to source directly from the studios
on a “day date” basis Hollywood motion pictures. The hot movies that release on Friday can be in ones home
the same day. The Hard Drive is delivered to the residence via FedEx and the content is imported into the
digital cinema server. Multiple layers of security protect the content, with the movie “licensed” for a finite
number of screenings.
Alternate Content is programming produced such as major concerts, sporting events, Broadway Musicals and
Plays, Ballet, Opera and other special events. These productions are created for the large screen cinema
market and not available to the home consumer. Only DCI complaint private screening rooms have the
exclusive opportunity to source these productions.
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Sound
Leader Hollywood Format(tm)
With an overall sound system weight exceeding 2 tons / 4000 lbs / 1818 Kgs, the reader will wonder why is the
system so massive. The answer is simple...... that’s what it takes to achieve the levels of performance.
There are two critical requirements for this system:
1 The sound system must provide large scale studio play back in two channel Left / Right stereo mode
2 The sound system also must provide the wide dynamic range encountered in post production /
dubbing of the movies sound track. Incorporate 3D sound alternatives for DOLBY Atmos and Auro.

Music Mode Playback
Large scale music tracking monitoring systems are indeed sophisticated systems. Apart from Leader manufacturing
such systems our clients and applications include Motley Crue, Meticala, Little Mountain Sound and Isolar New York
the management company to David Bowie and manager Bruce Dunbar. Other fine manufacturers of superb monitoring
systems include; Westlake, Kinoshita, Meyer Sound X10, Augspurger and Andy Munro Professional. The difference
between these prestigious organizations and Leader, is that Leader provides 100% custom systems both physically and
acoustically optimized for each venue into which a Leader system will be installed and operated.
It is not unusual for studio control rooms to experience peak levels in excess of 134 dB SPL per channel. While this
may appear to be excessive to the lay reader, with few exceptions monitoring is not listened to at these levels. What
is required is headroom or that safety margin over and above a sustained average listening level. These peaks are
generally in the range of 12 to 15 db, which can result in a demanding sustained level in the range of 119 dB SPL.
The dynamic range capabilities among professional applications differs significantly from the consumer market.
Where typical CD’s are a 16 bit system resulting in an overall potential dynamic range of 96 dB, many CD’s are
and/or were truncated to 14 bits resulting in a maximum dynamic range of 84 dB. 24 and 32 bit studio recording
systems have the capability of providing in excess of 144 dB of dynamic range. This results in over 500 times the
dynamic range of a common CD at 14 bits or other undesirable digital sources such as MP3. The resolving
detail and power capabilities incorporated into such speaker systems results in a transparent link between
the listeners ears to the source to accommodate all recording resolutions including analog studio tape.
Therefore, a series of critical design elements must be incorporated into these advanced systems. Low power
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compression due to heat must be controlled or eliminated as excessive heat results in an expensive plume of blue
smoke normally accompanied by an also expensive smell. Stable off axis frequency response results in superior
stereo imaging. The similarity between off axis and on-axis response results in a smooth acoustical power response
across both the horizontal and vertical dispersion angles in the mid band and high frequencies.
Low frequency performance in each channel extends down to below 20 Hz from “soffit” mounted speaker
systems. When soffit mounted in ½ space, the bass response smoothes out, as random energy radiating to the rear
and sides of any enclosure is prevented from entering the listening space. However, the system must be designed
to be soffit mounted as the bass performance will be “enhanced” by up to 6dB in level below 125 Hz. Leader systems
are designed with removable ports which can be mechanically adjusted ‘tuned” to optimize the mechanical tuning in
addition to further DSP tuning contained within the DXMS-24 digital speaker management and crossover network..
The low frequency performance in each channel is flat in power bandwidth to 23 Hz with usable response to 18Hz.
Each D1800 low frequency enclosure contains two specialized 18 inch / 457mm diameter woofers. The absolute
maximum output level per D1800-19-24SD enclosure is 142 dB SPL in ½ space (2 pi). Each individual woofer is
independently driven and controlled by a dedicated 1800 watt RMS amplifier channel resulting in 3600 watts of
amplifier power @ 8 ohms to each VLF speaker enclosure. At normal operating levels, this results in 12 dB of
amplifier headroom and in excess of 10 dB of mechanical speaker “headroom” where Leader designs maximum
operational level at 10 dB below X Max Linear. Power Compression over a sustained 120 second series of
VLF (Very Low Frequency) sound effects results in 0dB of compression. The peak power handling in electrical
watts is 4500 watts. The peak output in Acoustic Watts (not electrical amplifier watts) is 71 Acoustic Watts.

Musically speaking, the depth of low frequency extension is something that can only be experienced. However,
the subjective depth of electronic playback may be equated to a full symphony orchestra with a large double
bass section. For those readers who have experienced 8 double basses on stage playing an exceptionally soft pp
passage will note the fullness of the bass, and how the basses easily fill a large symphony hall at a whisper.
There is power and depth in this whisper as the notes flow across the floor arriving at your body enveloping
you. The gentle caress of your limbs (yes the bass can be felt and perceived at very low sound pressure levels
upon your skin) together with the sound creates an exceptionally unique musical experience. So too is
this low frequency performance able to provide the same sublime degree of musical sensuality. The hard
driving force of all forms of popular music is equally handled with ease. The DSP control and intelligent
processing together with both the D1800 enclosure design coupled with soffit mounting and decoupling
techniques from the rooms structure results in an overall musical experience not at all possible from lesser
systems provide by the consumer electronics industry regardless of size and cost.
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Imaging in both Stereo and Multi-Channel Sound
Completely overlooked and missing from most discussions concerning fidelity and imaging is the performance
in the mid band and high frequency sections of a speaker system. The directivity in both the vertical and
horizontal is of prime importance. The directivity index (Di) will provide the key in understanding how well
designed wave-guides have the ability to provide stable and consistent frequency response both “on axis”
and “off axis” which results in a smooth power response across the devices coverage angle, and in this case
typically 90 degrees in the horizontal, and 40 degrees vertical.
“Naked dome” devices such as tweeters and mid range transducers have limited off axis control. As the frequency
goes up in “pitch” the tendency is for the dispersion to narrow, which reduces the imaging capabilities of most
speaker systems making use of these type of devices. The off axis response can not be equalized to match what
might be viewed as an acceptable “on axis” or straight ahead indication of flat frequency response.

Beamwidth Data illustrates exceptional
degrees of stability across both the Horizontal
and Vertical coverage above 1500 Hz.
The reader will note the decrease in vertical
coverage below 2000 Hz. This is due to the
vertical dimension, approx 13 inches / 330mm.
of the wave guide. The horizontal width is almost
20 inches / 508mm.

The effective stereo image width of 21.5 feet / 6553 mm is wider than the array is separated. The reasons for this is
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the mid and high frequency section has stable power response extending to + / -45 degrees off axis, where the overall
“frequency” response is nearly identical to the “on axis” response. With the Left and Right speakers “toed in” at
30 degrees each, this results in a subtended listening angle of 65 degrees at the prime listening position. Experiencing
two channel stereo playback results in a spatial dimension, which given well recorded material, will appear to emanate
beyond each speaker system, passing through the center. Further, a sensation of elevation or a virtual “height”
component may be experienced again on well-recorded material. Moving off the center line toward or in front of the
opposite channel, will again result in a full stereo spread across the entire sound stage, with the listener easily being
able to hear the opposite speaker system with “stereo” perception being well in place. This represents the ideal in
classical two channel stereo playback, with the added component that along the “Z” axis, in certain classical
microphone techniques, front to back depth may be experienced ...... yes from two speaker systems.
Bringing this degree of imaging sophistication into Surround Sound and multi-channel 3D sound for motion
pictures, the above discussion pertaining to imaging plays a vital role in further optimizing the performance the
audience will experience from the Main Screen Channels.

The Three Main Screen Channels
Motion Picture Sound is well understood. Its roots may easily be traced back to the earliest tests conducted by
Bell Labs during the 1930’s to test the viability to recreate a realistic sound stage using a multitude of speakers
across a stage. During the inception of the Dolby Surround Sound system for cinema, it became vital for the
dialog channel to be reproduced by a single dedicated “Front Center” speaker system for the purpose. There are
two reasons for this. First the most obvious, is that there is only a single source for the sound in this case the
spoken word and a direct path to each member of the audience. Attempts to reproduce dialog between two
speakers (in a typical Left Right stereo array) results in an undesirable complex sound field which exhibits
multiple delays and erratic frequency response (due to the uneven “phantom image” frequency response) which
substantially degrades the intelligibility of the spoken word. With a single source, such as the Center Channel,
there is a single path between the speaker system and the audience resulting in higher intelligibility.
The second but not well discussed reason for the Center Channel is that due to its “anchor position” at 0 degrees
azimuth, this further enhances the entire experience across all forms of motion picture sound. This includes all
3D sound system formats such as; Auro, DOLBY Atmos and Iosono. Not to be forgotten, this also applies to all
5.1,6.1,7.1 and higher order systems to 22 channels or more. How does the single mono Center Channel enhance
everything else?
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The Center Channel ( key to dramatic 3D sound, surround sound and the entire movie experience)
When is an effect not an effect? Answer, when it is in use all the time. As you walk down the street, we are
immersed in obviously something greater than a 3D sound field. You happen to bump into a friend. Your friend
says “hello” and engages you in a conversation from a fixed position, in real life a “center channel’. You
immediately concentrate on what your friend is saying as you subconsciously block out the sounds surrounding you.
When he stops speaking and leaves....you again are very much aware of the ambience. A similar effect occurs in
multi-channel sound.
As a line of dialog is delivered by an actor and reproduced by the theater’s physical Center Channel speaker system,
the attention of the audience is fixed to the screens center position. “Blah blahblah” is exchanged between actors.....a
solid focus to the Front Center. Then music may be introduced. One technique is for the string section in an orchestra
to be first introduced from the side and rear surrounds. In an instant your attention has shifted from the fixed front into
a multi-dimensional experience. Next, the music will swell from the Main Screen Speakers and may also include the
Center along with the Left and Right Screen Channels. Regardless of sound format, 5.1, 7.1, dts, SDDS or any of the
3D sound systems the spatial aspects are there enveloping you and your senses. As an actor delivers the next line of
dialog, with or without other effects occurring at the same time or in the presence of music, your attention is again
immediately fixed to the 0 degree position. This transition allows for both a simultaneous mono fixed Center position
to operate together with the entire surround array and all screen channels which shifts ones focus from one that is
diffused within the space to that which is anchored by dialog.

The Center Channel Offset:
Construction was well under way when we became involved with the project. As mentioned, the fireplace had been
installed in the “Center Channel” position. This necessitated a shift to the right of the Center Channel speaker. But
how would that affect the sound of dialog position that should be delivered from 0 degrees straight ahead? The
secret to the success is again fully dependent upon having a dedicated source for the dialog, there being no dialog at
all in either of the Left or Right Screen Channels. The 90 degree horizontal coverage angle enabled us to also “toe in”
the Center Channel massive speaker system. Overall, the primary listening position is the full width of the sofa
filling 60 degrees of the wave-guides coverage pattern which results in stable position and frequency/power response
across the wave-guides 90 degree horizontal coverage pattern. Page 17 illustrates the Horizontal coverage of the
wave guide. Note the 90 to 100 degree accuracy between 1500 to 15,000 Hz resulting in stable off-axis frequency
response, which provides constant “acoustical power” across the seating area. The “offset” is masked by the fact that
visually, the speaker system is not visible to the audience. Further given a point source of sound for dialog and other
“centered” screen sound effects...as one becomes involved within the story, everything appears as normal...even to
entertainment industry insiders.
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Imaging in both Stereo and Multi-Channel Sound
Completely overlooked and missing from most discussions concerning fidelity and imaging is the performance in the
mid band and high frequency sections of a speaker system. All Leader precision systems are designed with wave
guides. A wave guide acts in a manner somewhat similar to a lens and a light bulb. Whereas a naked light bulb may
have its light directed in a controlled manner, so to may a sound source such as middle and high frequencies be
controlled across its radiation pattern. Such devices are commonly referred to as being constant directivity or
controlled directivity. The light and lens concept is a poor analogy, but will suffice for this example.
Speaker systems which do not apply the technique of wave-guides or directivity-controlled horns suffer in their ability
to both control the mid and high frequencies on and off axis. The off axis performance is of particular importance.
“Naked dome” transducers typically used as tweeters (high frequency drivers) may exhibit flat and seeming desirable
“on axis” performance. However, as the frequencies raise in pitch, usually above 35 degrees off axis, the horizontal
and vertical coverage angle narrows. Further, the off axis frequency response differs from the straight ahead “on axis”
performance. Such devices limit the acoustical radiation across the vertical and horizontal where the combined
frequency response is far from flat. This is a simple fact of life and is common to all such devices.
The lack of stability across the entire speaker systems output results in boomy bass or an unnatural balance between
the various sections between the two, three or four sections of a speaker system. Constant Directivity (CD)systems
have the added ability to control the reverberant field which results in a blended balance across the frequency spectrum.
Together with well designed room acoustics and treatment, such CD speaker systems operate as a point source with
quasi-constant acoustical power across its dispersion angle. The dispersion angle is defined as the -6 dB down points in
both the vertical and horizontal dimensions. Typical designs include: 90 x 40 degrees, 60 x 40 degrees, 120 x 40
degrees. СD conical performance is also possible at 90 x 90 degrees as illustrated below and applied to the 2 Rear
Surround and overhead speaker arrays.

Rear Channel Beamwidth Data:
Leader 90 x 90 degree conical wave-guide.
Note the accuracy in both the Horizontal and Vertical
between 2000 Hz to 12 kHz. This is typical of
the performance for the rear channel three way
system illustrated in the rear bulkhead. Page: XXXX
(c) Leader Acoustic Labs All World Rights Reserved
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Two channel, three channel, five channel and six channel (as applied in Auro 3D sound systems) Main Screen Speaker
arrays benefit immensely from Constant Directivity systems. Channel to channel matching is facilitated due to the
controlled off-axis performance. Further, point source systems “blend” together more accurately due to the stability
of the off axis radiation. In a two channel “stereo” array, typical for stereo music playback, when either seated off of
the centerline, the frequency response between both speaker systems is far more accurate than naked dome devices
where the response drops off severely beyond 30 degrees off axis in the horizontal. This is the reason why such systems
do not image well when seated off-axis and the reason for the magical seating position equi-distant between the stereo
array. In addition, the reverberant field or critical distance in the majority of untreated rooms moves forward toward the
speaker system. The critical distance is that point where the 6 dB drop for every doubling of distance back from a
speaker system fails to occur. At this position, the direct sound from a speaker source is equal to the combined later
reflections and reverberation within the room. Constant Directivity style systems allow a deeper front to back sound
field in addition to establishing a stable horizontal sound stage.
The result being a smooth sound field between the speaker arrays and is applicable to two channel stereo, three channel
or more speaker arrays for cinema. Regardless of room size, Constant Directivity (CD) style speaker systems will
always outperform “naked dome” devices due to a stable Directivity Index (Di) or Directivity Factor (Q).

Physical Size of Speaker Systems
CD devices by their very nature of design become large. That is larger than naked dome type systems. The reason for
this is based on the acoustical physics to make the wave guides operate in a controlled manner. Here, the wavelength
of the frequencies at the crossover point become large. For example, in the mid band a frequency of 1500 Hz falls more
or less in the middle of the speech range. The wavelength is 00.75 feet / 9 inches / 229 mm. This means that the width
of a CD wave guide need to match this dimension. Two way speaker systems may have a crossover frequency of 500
or 800 Hz. The resulting wavelength is 2.26 feet / 27.12 inches / 689 mm at 500 Hz. The width of the ideal wave guide
is this dimension. The reader will observe that the overall width of such a speaker system will be similar or slightly
greater. As you can see, speaker size and dimensions is proportional to performance. While may hundreds of small to
medium sized “consumer” speaker systems may have a pleasing sound, all lack the required technologies to enable
highly accurate imaging when compared to CD designed systems from Leader and other manufacturers of high quality
systems. A naked dome driver has no control in this range due to a lack of stable directivity.
The importance of CD and wave guides is the secret in establishing superlative sound, fidelity and imaging. The
speaker systems do become physically large due to the size of the wave guides when compared to naked dome styled
systems. Cost is another issue, where the sophisticated drivers applied to CD styled systems are at least 10 to 15 times
the cost of a naked dome high frequency or mid frequency device.
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When a system is completed, the sound stage extends beyond and imaginary stage created by the Left & Right pair.
The effective stereo coverage angle becomes wider than the space between the speakers due to the controlled off-axis
acoustical power response. Both music recordings and motion picture sound tracks will exhibit a “three” dimensional
effect along the Z axis (front to back) on certain well-recorded material. When reproduced in full “surround” mode, the
critical importance of the Main Screen Speaker array introduces a magical effect to support all “surround sound” systems
including 3D sound to include Dolby ATMOS(tm), Iosono(tm), Auro(tm). Everything must be established from a stable
and well defined front main stage, the hallmark of all Leader Hollywood Format(tm) systems.

Low Frequency Performance
Little understood by the “consumer” electronics industry, is the importance in the extension of the low frequency power
response down to at least 25 Hz or lower. Leader does not suggest providing extension below 20 Hz. This is due to
excessive noise present on many recordings due to noise caused by air conditioning systems, building noises, traffic
rumble, train and subway low frequency noise all of which may be present during a recording session. All Leader
LHF(tm) systems have the capability to faithfully reproduce all of this totally unwanted garbage. Our research into bass
extension includes systems with flat power bandwidth to 12Hz, a monumental undertaking of gargantuan proportions.
Recordings made in concert halls, churches, various auditoriums and many poorly designed studios all exhibit excessive
low frequency rumbles. 20 Hz is the best compromise and most suitable low frequency limit.
The dual 18 inch D1800 enclosures are designed to operate with a usable spectrum between 18 to 120 Hz. The -3dB
down points are 23 Hz and 110 Hz. In operation, and room dependent, the system will be Low-Passed at 80 Hz and
protected by a second order under damped high pass filter at 24 Hz. The purpose of this is to prevent unwanted low
frequency energy such as air conditioning rumble and other sub-sonic noises from being reproduced. This HP filter also
prevents excessive cone excursion which would otherwise “muddy” the sound. All ported design speaker systems
ideally require such a filter to protect the mechanical components of woofers, where excessive power below system
tuning may result in bottoming the voice coil against the back plate at high operating levels.
Each speaker system, of which there are three enclosures for a total of six (6) 18 inch woofers, has the capability to
reproduce in excess of 122 dB SPL at 25 Hz per single enclosure. This is indeed an amazing degree of performance.
The result is Zero Power compression and fully linear physical excursion of the woofers suspension system called
X Max Linear. The resulting Phase Response is well controlled with distortion products below 2%. In typical
operation where the peak program level may be in the range of 112 dB SPL, the distortion measures 00.9% Second
Harmonic and 00.3% Third Harmonic. Given the ears lacking sensitivity at low frequencies below 100 Hz, this relates
to exceptionally low subjective distortion figures of 00.2%
All lesser speaker systems when driven hard, will generate excessive heat in the voice coil and magnetic gap. When
this occurs the sensitivity and overall output level is decreased. This is all too common with under-designed systems.
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The result is a combination of blown woofers, the expensive blue smoke aroma, muddy bass, poor musical balance,
boomy mid bass and dissatisfied customers and audiences.
Musically speaking, it is important to realize that far too many speaker systems exhibit a reduction in low frequency
power output. As an example, an 8 inch woofer will start to roll off below 90 Hz. Cleaver designs such as B6
alignment will re-tune the enclosure to obtain almost an additional ¾ of an octave of low bass performance. However,
there are two elements relating to this. The first is the mechanical aspects of port design and size. B6 alignment results
in the enclosure having a deliberately “drooping” bass response occurring -6 dB down at the new tuning frequency.
However, as the system is correctly tuned, an external filter with a Q of 2 is applied with a 6dB of boost at the new
tuning frequency. Such devices also contain the underdamped filter mentioned above to protect the system below
the tuning frequency. The result is an approximate low frequency extension of ¾ octave, however the absolute
maximum output level due to the woofer cone excursion is decreased. Increasing either the size of the woofer or
adding a second will increase the acoustical output with an almost full octave increase in extended low frequency
response. Such is the technique applied on a large scale with each 19 Cu Ft / 538 Liters D1800 Leader Low
Frequency enclosure. Without operating in B6 mode, the enclosure size would double to 38 Cu Ft / 1076 Liters.
Given that so many speaker systems even when equipped with 12 or 15 inch woofers ( 305 mm to 381 mm) exhibit low
frequency performance which rolls of below 40 Hz. Almost a half octave of musical content, (and in the case of the 8
inch system) more than a full octave of musical content which is not reproduced, missing, yet it is contained on the
recording you hold in your hand.
This is the nature of all designs from Leader. BIG @ ANY SIZE(tm) illustrates the point. From small rooms in the range
of 144 sq feet / 13.38 Sq Meters to large scale rooms, theaters and concert halls, Leader designs the low frequency
sections to reach down to these important frequencies complete with the acoustical power output capabilities, hence the
resulting physical mass of both the low frequency sections together with the dimensions required for the mid and high
frequency sections to house the wave-guides.

The Last Word on the Importance of the 25 to 80 Hz Band, or 1.5 Octaves
It is generally accepted that the overall frequency response of a playback system range between 20 to 20,000 Hz. While
extended high frequency response to 20 kHz and beyond is sought after by hi-fi aficionados, in actual fact, only harmonics
exist in music beyond 8000 Hz. Male human speech contains elements that extend to 12,000 Hz. Equally important to
the musical experience, harmonics extend to 16, kHz for the 2nd, 24 kHz for the 3rd and so on, however at decreasing
level.
These harmonics combine in a complex fashion, again at reduced level. So imagine a fundamental frequency of
4000 Hz and another at 5000 Hz. The 2nd harmonics for both becomes 8 K and 10 K respectively.....the difference between
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them is 2000 Hz.....easily discerned and while at low level, these important harmonics blend in and is responsible for the
“contrast” and texture in live music and the recorded and reproduced event.
In the range between 25 to 80 Hz, a significant proportion of fundamental frequencies exist. Their harmonics extend
easily into the mid bass band and low mid range. The 4th harmonic of 80 Hz being 320 Hz (the low range for voice)
will easily create “sum” harmonics which again contribute to the overall texture as in the example above. Every 10 Hz
of bass resolution in the 25 to 50 Hz band serves as a foundation for the 50 to 200 Hz range. Put another way, the octave
between 30 to 60 Hz might be “only” 30 Hz......but this 30 Hz represents an entire octave made up of 8 Tones. It
makes up almost 12 % of the musical spectrum equivalent to the full octave between 8000 to 16,000 Hz.
The lowest note on a piano, Key No. 1 or A0 is 27.5 Hz
Key 2, or A# is 29.13 Hz
Key 3, or B0 is 30.8 Hz
Key 4, or C1 is 32.7 Hz
Key 5, or C# is 34.6 Hz
Key 6, or D1 is 36.7 Hz
Key 7, or D#1is 38.8 Hz
It is obvious, that, to fulfill a faithful reproduction of a piano alone, a speaker system must have the capability of
reproducing down to at least 30 Hz and lower at an acoustical power level which will satisfy the musical balance and
impact experienced in a live performance. Given the human ears lack of sensitivity as the spectrum decreases in pitch,
this places large demands on a speakers cone movement, hence, systems become large to satisfy the power requirements
discussed above at realistic “volume” levels.

The LFE (Low Frequency Effects) Channel
[aka “Sub Woofer” Channel which is incorrect]
This theater rivals any Hollywood Dubbing Stage across the entire spectrum both in terms of purity in sound and
the astonishing ability to create a sense of contrast and movement in music and sound. Much of the power and
performance levels for each Screen Channel has been discussed above and is applicable to the LFE Channel.
However, the Leader Hollywood Format(tm) approach has always been to provide Main Screen Channel
performance not to 40 Hz as is so common in Cinema, but to extend the power-bandwidth down to 30Hz
and below. We performed this on our first large scale system created for Walt Disney Pictures Main Dubbing
Stage in Burbank California. Subsequently, increasingly more Hollywood facilities including the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 1000 seat Samuel Goldwyn Theater also has all of the five Screen Channels
operating flat to 31 Hz.
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The Bay Harbor LFE Channel makes use of the total of the three (3) LF enclosures giving a total of six (6)
18 inch / 457 mm woofers. With a total amplifier power approaching 9600 watts RMS @ 8 ohms, the
headroom (safety factor) amounts to an unprecedented degree of reliability and zero risk of failure ever
regardless of excessive volume level. The added benefit is, that the entire LFE array operates in a fully
linear fashion up to an astonishing 124 dB SPL at low frequencies below 80 Hz....with tons of room to
spare. The clarity of the bass, the control, and the musicality is simply something to marvel at.
Leader has created similar systems for use by Carolco Pictures during 1991 for specialized screenings
of Terminator 2. Our Walt Disney Dubbing Stage system installed in the late 1980’s operated on the
same basis along with dozens of others. The Leader Hollywood Format(tm) electronics package controls
the LFE channel, equalization, time offsets, summing network, filter slopes dedicated only to the LFE
content while insuring that the performance for a dedicated channel Left, Center or Right receives the
correct signal and processing dedicated to a screen channel.
The LFE Channel is low passed at 75 Hz. The usable bandwidth is 18 to 85 Hz. While the peak level
capability of the combined three (3) enclosures is 143 dB SPL, the system is “gain blocked” and limited
to a maximum level in the LFE channel to 122 dB SPL. With well over 25 dB of operational headroom,
and in typical operation 35 dB of headroom is available, the reliability in the numbers alone spells a
guaranteed degree of reliability under “mission critical” conditions....including mistakes.
Amplifier Compliment
6 each Leader Type 20 amplifiers
9600 Watts @ 8 ohms
Weight: 312 Lbs / 142 Kgs
VLF (Very Low Frequency) Speaker Systems
3 each Leader D 1800-19-24SD
Overall Total Weight: 1680 Lbs / 764 Kgs
Processing:
Leader Cinema Digital Management System
DXMS – 24
Leader Cinema DXMS – 24 Digital Management System
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Surround Channels: 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 3Dx(tm), DOLBY Atmos(tm),
The complex large surround array comprises more than 20 speaker systems. In a proprietary array, the system also
supports low frequency power bandwidth down to 29 Hz. With the emergence of 3D stereopsis, producers found
the typical surround system limited the overall immersive experience. Leader’s 3Dx(tm) system as applied in
REAL D’s development system and demonstrations prior to any 3D sound tracks, enables all 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 sound
tracks to further provide a more believable immersive surround field. This requires dedicated amplifier channels
for each individual speaker system in addition to a dedicated processing channel in the Leader DXMS-24 digital
management system. This technique where each speaker system may be addressed independently enables all
3D sound tracks to be readily played in 3D mode when equipped with the appropriate 3D sound processor.

Construction continues. A portion of the complex
coffered ceiling is shown prior to installation of the
overhead proprietary speaker systems to support
Dolby ATMOS (tm)
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Historically and this continues to this day, all “surround” mixes (such as 5.1, 6.1 etc) in Dolby Digital Surround, to
include SDDS and dts, all apply high pass filtering at or near 85 Hz in order to protect smaller and limited power
handling at low frequencies found in all cinema surround speaker arrays. The same holds true for the home
environment. However, there is low frequency content which is on the medium be it 35mm film, HD Video tape,
35mm mag film, Bluray Disc etc. The surround elements below 85 Hz remain, however at decreasing level as the
frequencies drop below 85 Hz.
A critical study conducted by Leader Cinema during the era of Hunt for Red October, Indiana Jones Raiders of the
Lost Arc and Temple of Doom to also include Terminator 2 and Jumanji revealed a known fact to us, that, certain
dubbing stages and mixers were deliberately enhancing the surrounds by introducing or extending the LF content to
become deeper in pitch and higher in overall level. Leader created a system to extract this information and apply it
to large scale surround speaker arrays. The resulting effect created a surround field which was far greater in audience
impact , as in everyday life those sound that surround us may on many occasions contain very deep low frequencies.
The added benefit being well developed low frequencies have a subjective “smoothing” effect upon the mid band,
which, on virtually every surround system world-wide these mid frequencies reveal a shrill and tiny sound.
The various locations for surround speakers includes:
Rear Bulkhead:

Two Channels Left and Right Rear, 3 way tri-amplified. Four speaker enclosures.
Two 15 inch studio low frequency sections, power handling 850 watts each
System LF response 28 Hz, Enclosure Weight each: 126 Lbs / 57Kgs
Mid & Hi Section (bi-amplified) 90 x 90 degree constant directivity
Weight each: 43 Lbs / 20 Kgs

Sides Left & Right:

Located in the Blue Ceiling area six (6) flush mounted speaker systems, 125 watts each

Overhead / Coffered Ceiling System: proprietary 3D Leader array to support DOLBY Atmos(tm) 80 watts each
Unspecified speaker quantity and positions.
The Coffered Ceiling System also contains extensive acoustical dampening to eliminate any ceiling reflections
which would otherwise detract from both Main Screen Channels and Surround Channel performance.
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DOOR TO DOOR DELIVERY (all pictures relate to the Bay Harbor MI project)
Across the country or around the world, Leader Cinema has delivered tons of sophisticated systems to residences of
distinguished merit, studios, corporate clients and government agencies.
Illustrated here is the Bay Harbor system at over 5000 lbs / 2273 Kgs of professional digital cinema equipment
being prepared for shipping. Exoskeleton crates, together with additional shock mounted techniques results in safe
and reliable delivery to our clients as far away as Tokyo, Santiago to Thule Greenland. Across the country.....
well its a piece of cake.

Approximately 4200 lbs / 1900 Kgs
This redefines a “Cinema in a Box”.
It is one of 6 crates being shipped
from our Washington State facility.

Ray Ramsay of Leader Cinema stands proud alongside
one of three Leader D1800 low frequency enclosures.
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Big surprises in this case do arrive in very big packages! Safe and sound of course!
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Door to Door Delivery
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Coffered Ceiling contains: 12 speaker systems associated with the Dolby ATMOS(tm) 3D system
Acoustical treatment to eliminate ceiling reflections

Blue Ceiling Area = 6 Side Surround Speaker arrays
3 each Left and Right
Rear Bulkhead
*************** <<Projector>>>
Right Rear Array

Lake Michigan

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
12 feet overall / 3658 mm
Prime Viewing Position

Fire Place
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NO ORDINARY THEATRE: the Leader Formula for Superlative Cinema
For over a half century, the Leader organization has been at the forefront of technological innovation and design. Our Emmy
Award winning expertise together with our professional relationship between the motion picture and television industry
enables Leader Cinema to further our pursuit and passion in the creation of the world’s most desirable entertainment . Our
engineered and custom manufactured Leader Hollywood Format(tm) sound systems are each created without compromise for
both international entertainment industry superstars, studios and individuals such as yourself who desire nothing but an
uncompromised approach to respect the art form of recorded music and multi-dimensional sound for motion pictures.
Luxury...... In much the same manner where superlative technologies are concealed from view in a Rolls Royce, a private
Leader Cinema is indeed an expression of refinement across multiple dimensions. Our bespoke design approach together with
our European interior co-branding partners such as; Tom Ford, Thierry Mugler, Elie Saab, Kenzo Takada among others to
include ELLE Design Studio Paris results in a private theater of exquisite and exclusive attributes. The elegance of design to
the uncompromising selection of fabrics and custom furnishings provides a sensual appreciation for the owner and guests.
This tactile experience is well at home when seated in ones private aircraft, yacht or living room. Upon entering your LHF(tm)
screening room, one is greeted by a unique signature that caresses the senses before the lights dim into the threshold of
blackness. It is here where one is transported into and through the mysterious dimensions of cinematic art. Welcome to The
Movie Star Experience(sm) as only a Leader Cinema Screening Room is able to create.

Inspiration drives us at Leader. Together with our industry partners, we are in the enviable position of being among those who
create the future systems and processes resulting in the products and cinemas that entertain us all around the globe. The DNA
that drives this passion may be experienced in each and every Leader Hollywood Format(tm) screening room and studio
production facility. LHF(tm) integrated design works across multiple dimensions. Image quality and size, audience to screen
alignment to include mega-sized screens to the physical aspects of room acoustical design and the unprecedented degrees of
performance for the sound systems all by necessity seamlessly enhances the other. The result is a treasure to own. Such
engineered masterpieces are created to not only provide the absolute levels experienced in the studio today, but also to stand
the test of time. Today’s State of the Art differs between professional applications and those encountered by consumers. The
life cycle of professional systems generally is longer than products created for a mass market. Further, these same professional
systems are employed in the creative process during the production of both sound recordings and in motion picture entertainment.
Hence, the extensible approach present in all LHF(tm) systems provides the means to embrace technologies as they develop far
into the future. Talking about the future, at Leader, we have been there before!
Leader Cinema provides full turnkey design and completion services based from our facilities in Los Angeles California and in
Vancouver Canada. With representatives located in Abu Dhabi, Brussels, London and Milan, Leader Cinema provides systems
to a world market serving luxury residential markets, studios, postproduction, music scoring & recording and large scale
destination cinemas.
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Leader entertainment group
A division of:
Leader Digital Cinema Systems, Inc
Los Angeles, Burbank, Vancouver, Brussels

www.leadercinema.com
mleader@leadercinema.com
LinkedIN: www.linkedin.com/in/michaelleader
Voice: 213.359.8129

